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fui ni??furikaeru
namae??yobareta ki ga shite
sotto??saita??awai??fuan no hana
sagashite??-iru no wa??watashi no hou
onegai
te o tsunaide
soba ni ite
mou sukoshi
HORA mite
MUKASHI atta??ano shiroi MUUN

kin ni kagayaku
KOKO wa
HIMITSU no PARESU
kokoro no naka??ikki ni
tokimeki no??hana ga saku
aoi hoshi shimpi no KAGI o hirotta TOKI-kara
zutto??NOKKU shiteru

*anata no koe
?anata no KAO
?anata no KARADA
?zembu hiraite
?misete
?hitotsu ni naru??KURISUTARU?PAWAA
?SEERAAMUUN
?watashi o??yonde??tsuyoku shite
?mite??watashi o

fui ni??tachidomaru
namae??sakenda ki ga shite
sotto waita??awai NAMIDA no hana
motomete-iru no wa??watashi no hou
onegai
kata o daite
KISU o shite
mou sukoshi
HORA mite
MUKASHI atta??ano shiroi MUUN

kin ni kagayaku
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KOKO wa
HIMITSU no PARESU
kokoro no naka??ikki ni
kirameki no hana ga saku
aoi hoshi kioku no KAGI o mitsuketa TOKI-kara
zutto??NOKKU shiteru

?anata no yume
?anata no michi
?anata no kokoro
?zembu??hiraite
?misete
?hitotsu ni naru
?KURISUTARU?PAWAA
?SEERAAMUUN
?watashi o yonde
?tsuyoku shite
?mite??watashi o

*REPEAT

(Inconsistencies in spacing were in the original lyric
scan)
--Translation by Steve Nickolas--
(Note: "Sailormoon" is written as one word in the
original Japanese, not two. See above.)

suddenly I turn my head
feeling as if my name had been called
softly blooming, the pale flower of anxiety
the one looking was myself
please
hold (my) hand
stay by (my) side
just a little more
hey look
from long ago, that white Moon

shining as gold
this is
a hidden palace
within (my) heart, all at once
the flower of a beating heart blooms
since I got the key to the mystery of the blue star (i.e.,
Earth)
I'm always knocking

*your voice
?your face
?your body
?open them all up



?show (me)
?they become one, Crystal Power
?Sailormoon
?call me, be strong
?look at me

suddenly I stand up
feeling as if my name had been shouted
softly blooming, the pale flower of tears
the one seeking was myself
please
embrace (my) shoulders
kiss (me)
just a little more
hey look
from long ago, that white Moon

shining as silver
this is
a hidden palace
within (my) heart, all at once
the flower of a sparkling heart blooms
since I found the key to the memory of the blue star
I'm always knocking

?your dream
?your path
?your heart
?open them all up
?show me
?they become one
?Crystal Power
?Sailormoon
?call me
?be strong
?look at me

*REPEAT
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